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The Classic and Quadra Design Collection
61 exciting decors - 23 in the popular Classic profile and 38 in the unique Quadra profile

Classic profile
The Duropal Classic profile, already well established as the UK's fastest selling worktop design, is available in this
collection in 23 colourways:
- 6 mm radius

Quadra profile
The Duropal Quadra profile offers you unique product features and is available in this collection in 38 colourways:
- 3 mm radius

Duropal ... quality you can take for granted. All constituent parts of our worktops are manufactured within the Pfleiderer Group, therefore
giving us complete quality control over our finished products. Duropal worktops are the perfect alternative to acrylic based, granite and stone
worktops at a fraction of the price. Our comprehensive selection of decors offers opportunities from the most modern applications to the more
traditional. 61 exciting decors - 23 in the popular Classic profile and 38 in the unique Quadra profile.
With Duropal you're covered from all directions ...

Technical Details
Length Thickness Width
4,100 mm 40 mm 600 mm - Postformed one long edge
4,100 mm 40 mm 670 mm - Postformed both long edges
4,100 mm 40 mm 900 mm - Postformed both long edges
Surface textures: Trevista (TR), Top Face (TC), Enhanced High Gloss (HS), Top Velvet (VV), Miniperl (MP), Perfect Finish (PF), Enhanced
Semi Matt (MS), Crystal Stone (CT)
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High Pressure Laminate (HPL) Upstands
Surfaced in genuine Duropal high pressure laminate produced with P3 moisture-resistant chipboard core and available in
42 matching decors in the following sizes:
- 4,100 x 120 x 19mm nominal, 3mm postformed radius
An ideal finishing touch for your Duropal high pressure laminate worktops offering another cost-efficient and hygienic
alternative to tiling.
Whilst our Duropal HPL upstands are produced using P3 moisture-resistant chipboard, please ensure that due care is
taken to correctly seal the product to prevent moisture ingress.
High Pressure Laminate (HPL) Back Panels
The sheets are manufactured to meet the stringent requirements of DIN EN438 and ISO4586, Part 1. Duropal HPL-Solid
is manufactured from several high-grade paper layers impregnated with artificial resins and laminated under high
pressure at controlled temperatures.
Duropal High Pressure Laminate (HPL) Back Panels are an interesting and hygenic alternative to tiling. 18 matching
decors plus 1 additional real metallic option (M 9510 SM - not available as a Duropal worktop) in the following sizes:
- 4,100 x 650mm x 6mm nominal (black core)
- 2,050 x 1,300mm x 6mm nominal (black core)
* For installation behind hobs, check with hob manufacturer's fitting instructions to ensure suitability and distance requirements are met.
Enhanced High Gloss (HS)
HS is a fashionable yet enhanced performance gloss finish designed to both complement the effect of the decor and provide improved abrasion
resistance when compared to standard gloss finishes. All gloss surface finishes will scratch, and will also show scratches more easily. Additional
care should be taken accordingly in both installation and use.
Enhanced Semi Matt (MS)
The MS texture is an enhanced performance matt finish, which provides improved abrasion resistance compared to standard matt surfaces, and
fully complements the natural appearance of both stone and composite reproductions.
Crystal Stone (CT)
Crystal Stone is a new surface texture especially suitable for both plain colour and stone reproduction decors. Whilst offering both the feel and
optical effect of a natural stone surface, the product retains the usual high performance characteristics of a Duropal worktop.

Technical Specification
HPL Surface
Duropal Worktops are surfaced with genuine high pressure laminate guaranteed to BS/EN 438; hardwearing and easy to clean.
Glueline
Guaranteed moisture and heat resistant to BS/EN 204.
Postformed Edge The profiled front edge of Duropal Worktops is designed to prevent liquid spills finding their way into drawers and cupboards.

Special Seal
All Duropal Worktops with both Classic and Quadra Profile come with a unique seal designed to ensure a lifetime of
protection against moisture and steam.
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